Using Tarsia puzzles to revise keywords
with Year 10 Sociology
There are many keywords that Sociology students are expected to remember for their GCSE
examinations and committing them to memory is something that a number of students
struggle to do.
My Year 10 class are no exception to this so when it came to me planning a lesson for them to revise
for their end of unit assessment, I knew I needed an activity that would focus on keywords and their
definitions. This led me to using a Tarsia puzzle. School have the license for the software but it needed
to be installed on my computer by the IT technicians. Once that was done the process of creating the
puzzle was very straightforward and wasn’t time consuming. The puzzle allowed me to in 30 keywords
and their definitions.
During the lesson the students had 10 minutes to complete the puzzle. The time restriction gave an
element of competition and all of the students were engaged as they were eager to be the winning
pair. The students enjoyed the activity and they had to try to recall definitions of keywords to be able to
complete the puzzle which made the shape of a hexagon when finished. I printed the solution to the
puzzle off once I had created it and gave this to each pair so that they could self-assess their puzzle.
A problem that I encountered was due to the fact that some of the definitions were quite lengthy. Where
this was the case the definition printed without any spaces between the words. I explained this to the
students beforehand and they coped well with reading the definitions. However, had this been a lower
ability group I don’t think this would have been the case.
The class enjoyed completing the Tarsia
puzzle and once they had, I then used
some of the keywords get the students to
practise answering 4 mark exam questions
(which require them to define a keyword
in a specific content). They stated that
the Tarsia puzzle had “helped them to
revise keywords they thought they had
forgotten completely”.

By Josephine Wilson
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Evidenced Teaching

Should we get students to learn by rote?

T&L Tip

The question as to whether we should teach students to learn
things by heart (by rote) continues to create debate in education.
What does the evidence show?
The importance of secure memories
We know for sure (from neuroscience, testing etc) that our brains
have a very limited Working Memory capacity. Although there
is dispute about the number of items we can hold in our heads
at the same time, the number 7 seems to be an average while
some students can hold 9 items.
Working memory is the space where we think about things, work
things out, mull over holiday plans, do mental arithmetic etc.
If the sentence is too long, it does not all fit
in working memory.

This diagram shows a 5-slot working memory (WM). The first thing to see is that complex instructions can
overload working memory. Those working with less-able students know they need to break long sentences
into shorter ones. (Young children’s books always have short sentences.) So, how do we ever think about
something more complex?
The answer is that long-term memories can be drawn into just one slot, thus freeing space for the rest of the
thinking.
Here is a trivial example: If you are asked to remember the left-hand list

and you have these acronyms stored in long-term memory, you will be able to remember it much more
easily than the right-hand list which has the same letters.
This is sometimes called ‘chunking’, but this simply means that the unit is stored so securely (and the
meaning understood) that it can be drawn into one slot in WM.
In mathematics, this helps resolve the question as to whether we should teach students their ‘times-tables’.
If, when faced with the problem 8 x7 (or verbally, ‘eight sevens’) the number 56 pops into your head without
any thought, then more complex problems can be tackled than if WM slots are taken up with the process of
working out that part of the problem.
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There are, of course, potential problems with rote learning. If the student has no idea how to work out 8x7
(or other simple multiple) then the memory will be meaningless. Also, if failure to remember compulsory
times-tables leads the students to believe that they are ‘no good at maths’, then the effect can be negative.
Another problem with times-tables is that the students may need to chant the whole table until they arrive
at the one they need. One solution is to teach number-bonds by rote rather than tables. The table shows
that there are only 30-40 which need to be recalled as there are repeats (8x7 is the same as 7x8) and some
trivial ones (eg 10x8=80).

T&L Tip

In language teaching we never debate whether we should teach the meaning of words by rote or not! We
simply show the child a cup and give them the word ‘cup’ and get them to repeat it until they are fluent. We
do not try to explain why it is called ‘cup’. Equally, when teaching French, we simply require the student to
know that the French for ‘fish’ is ‘poisson’.
The need for secure knowledge is better understood once we see the way memories are stored in the brain.
They are not like memories on a computer. All the information about this page is stored in the file of this
web-page. However, in the brain, the memory of something is just a set of links to what is already known.
If we teach about the Pope to someone who knows nothing about it, we may link to their knowledge of king
and church. However, earlier in their life they would have learned about ‘king’ by linking it to perhaps father’
and ‘country’. However, once the students has learned about ‘Pope’, they do not have a separate memory
of Pope (as your camera has a separate memory of the photos you have taken), it has a huge network of
links. When we later want to use ‘Pope’ in a more complex sentence like “The Pope left the Vatican and
celebrated mass in the Cathedral.”, we are relying on these networks for vatican, cathedral etc to be secure
so we can understand the sentence in our Working Memory.

T&L Tip

Summarising the evidence
• Working memory is used for thinking and is limited
• Secure memories are vital for thinking.
• Understanding can only occur if the new knowledge is linked to existing knowledge.
• Learning by rote things which are understood is valuable.
• Learning simple facts by rote is not damaging.
By Nicky Ruddock
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Use of Doddle in class for teaching
learning and assessment
About Doddle
Doddle is an online resource that can be used for both teaching, assessment and learning. For the teacher,
it provides structured presentations and interactive animations specific to the content of the exam board
that can be used as part of teaching. It also provides assessment material in the form of multiple-choice
questions, keyword games and deeper thinking questions. There are 30 minute mini-quizzes and exam
questions which are self-marked and can be set as homework or used within an independent learning
lesson. There has recently been additions to the Doddle software that allows teachers to analysis pupil
learning in more depth based on the 30 minute mini-quizzes. This appears in line with the current PiXL
analysis we are carrying out within our science department.
My Pedagogy
I have used Doddle for KS4 and KS5 science lessons for the last few years. At KS4, I find it of most use for
independent learning in science lessons that are located in computer rooms.
For independent learning lessons, I initially assign my students the Doddle activities before the lesson.
For me, they consist of 2-3 targeted presentations and a mini quiz. During the lesson I ask the students to
firstly read and interact with the assigned Doddle presentations and any animations therein (i.e. read on
“presentation” mode when they have opened the document). I then ask them to create their own summary
sheet (in Word, Publisher or by hand). This ensures that students don’t go straight to the quiz, as is the
tendency!
I then ask the students to complete the assigned 30 minute mini-quiz to assess their knowledge and I give
them a goal to achieve (e.g. “they must achieve an 80% pass rate or above”). The quiz is marked by Doddle
and for each wrong answer, it refreshes student’s knowledge on the subject using formative recap slides.
Students are able to give a confidence level after the quiz and repeat the quiz if desired.
The Benefits
There are a number of benefits of using Doddle:
1. The ease of use. Assigning tasks, looking at marksheets and finding students usernames and
passwords are all very easy. Their assessment also guides me to creating follow-up activities.
2. Ease of monitoring during the lesson. As a teacher on the Doddle website, I am easily able to track
each student. I am able to see a list of presentations that have been viewed by each student as well
as their pass rate and confidence levels of their mini-quiz. I can also see how many times they have
attempted it! With the help of Impero Console, I can also view each computer screen.
3. Structure within a computer room. When based in a computer room, Doddle provides students with a
structured framework for their independent learning lessons. Also with consistency, I feel my students
are learning how to learn for themselves.
4. Good atmosphere within the class. From talking to students, they enjoy Doddle activities. Also by
giving them a goal to achieve in the mini-quiz, students enjoy this activity. They feel both a sense of
achievement and also can become positively competitive with each other.
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The Drawbacks
1. Overfamiliarity with Doddle may cause the
students to be uninterested. Doddle needs to
be perhaps alternated with other interesting
educational resources.
2. Each student needs a computer to access the
mini-quiz. (I have used a rotation system before
which is fine but not ideal).
3. Slow internet connection. As often with online
resources, when 30 students all try and log in to
view the same presentation or quiz, patience is
sometimes required.
4. iPads/tablets. Doddle is apparently in the process
of making all presentations and quizzes “tablet
friendly”. A growing number are accessibly.
Conclusion
I enjoy using Doddle for its relevance to what the
students need to learn, it’s teacher-friendliness, studentfriendliness and AFL aspects. The students appear to
enjoy it and learn from it too.
By Jane Richardson
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Using Personalised Learning Checklists
(PLCs) as an intervention tool
The rationale behind PLCs:
PLCs are a tool for teachers and students to track and monitor learning.
The aim of using these with our year 11 students in English this year
is to sharpen the focus on the key gaps in the learning of individual
students and to identify the trends in the year group and different
classes. PLCs enable us to follow the PiXl principle of Diagnosis,
Therapy and Testing (DTT) to improve student outcomes. Essentially,
PLCs assist us in implementing specific personalised intervention to
raise standards.
How are we using them?
All year 11 students are given a PLC – a tracking sheet containing
the key skills required for their English examination. Each question
is broken down into the skills required to obtain marks and they are
worded in a student-friendly way (see example for Q1 on the right).
Based on their learning and completion of sample questions during
lessons, students self-assess for each skill, using green or red to show
whether they feel that they are able to demonstrate evidence of each
skill.
Following students’ self-assessment, the year group complete a mock
examination and each teacher in the English department adds the
traffic light data to a spreadsheet (see example for Q1 below). From
the spreadsheet, teachers are able to ascertain the extent of the
understanding of their classes for each specific skill in each question.
The information is shared with students so that they can compare with
their self-assessment and re-evaluate their own understanding. This is
the Diagnosis aspect of the DTT principle.
The Therapy component is the intervention stage. Teachers are able to
use the PLC data to identify trends in their classes and plan accordingly.
They are able to personalise the learning of every student in their class.
Additionally, year group intervention becomes more manageable as
this approach means that therapy is provided according to identified
needs rather than through a series of general revision sessions. Once
students have addressed the gaps in their learning, the Testing stage
takes place so that students can produce evidence of their progress.
Why are we using PLCs?
The PLC is a powerful mechanism for enabling students to recognise
their own achievements; it makes them active participants in their own
learning. Additionally, it gives teachers the knowledge to provide flexible,
appropriate, personalised pathways and it informs intervention in order
to maximise the achievement of all students.

By Nicola Evitts
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A Captive Audience

{

captivate
Verb
hold the interest and attention of; charm.

I completed my NQT year in the summer of 2001, and I think it is fair to say that the art of the
classroom practitioner has developed and improved in the intervening years. Whether we look
at results, stakeholder surveys or the quality of teaching and learning (measured against ever
tightening standards) the young people we teach seem to be getting a better deal. However, there
are still times when I hear the echoes of my NQT mentor’s voice critiquing the bad habits that
occasionally resurface sixteen years into my teaching practice.
I’d like to justify relapses with the idiom “to err is to be human”. And this is true. We all have tired days. We
all have days that have been affected by that morning’s pre-work crisis. We all have moments where the
lesson just doesn’t seem to go as we planned it. It is on these days and in these moments that the vast
majority of the children we teach demonstrate their resilience and patience: tasks are attempted; behaviour
is good; progress is still made. Why is this? At the end of the day, these students do not have much of a
choice. Robust reward and sanction systems produce young people who are highly biddable, even when I
am having an off-day. In many ways they are a captive audience, with emphasis on captive. I could deliver
the most ineffectual, stultifying lesson ever: they won’t get a ticket refund; there are no discounts on future
performances; and the chance of an apology is somewhat remote.
It was whilst thinking about the patience and resilience of one of my Year 10 English Literature classes that I
recalled my first ever pupil trail. This was part of a week-long pre-PGCE school placement. I started the day
with great enthusiasm, keen to demonstrate my suitability for teacher training. The pupils were well behaved
and attempted the tasks they were given. Each teacher I observed were lovely people with great subject
knowledge. Each lesson had a clear objective and outcome. The members of the class I was shadowing
resolutely and diligently plodded on through five hours of identikit lessons without a moan or disruption. By
the fourth hour I was ready for sleep. Perhaps this is indicative of my own attention span, but it dawned on
me that I should avoid relying on the captive nature of a class. To create an engaged and focused group of
learners maybe I needed to work out how to captivate them.
“Sir, this poem’s boring”: a response, about half way through a lesson, from one of my pupils. The poem
was more accessible and more relevant to 14 year old boys than the six previous poems studied. It had
guns and death and imagery that was challenging but not unassailable. I think that the ‘feedback’ I was
getting should have been translated into “Sir, this lesson is boring.” The lesson was well planned. It had
individual and paired activities. There were opportunities for self-assessment. If it was written on a formal
lesson plan it would have looked like a tick list to meet the latest criteria for lesson observations, and yet I
was on the cusp of losing the engagement of my class. We got to the end of the lesson. It wasn’t a disaster.
But I had had to work really hard to keep the class focused and moving forward. So what had gone wrong?
On reflection, it was clear that for the sake of familiarity my lessons in this topic were becoming formulaic
and predictable. The perceived benefits were all for me: quicker planning; less resource creation; and a
belief that sticking to what has already works was the best way forward. I was relying on my students being
captives in the classroom who would engage and carry on because, well, that’s what you do. Things could
clearly have been better.
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So, how do we transform the captive into the captivated? Surely, life is hard enough without having
to “entertain the troops” alongside meeting their target grade. There isn’t a simple answer. However,
sometimes a little simple variation is all it takes. Here are a few ideas that you probably use or have used
and can be applied quickly and easily whether they are planned for or not, even on the worst bad day ever.
• Post-it note race. I now always carry post-it notes between my many classrooms. Either as individuals
or in teams pupils can get moving and motivated as they add their ideas, vocabulary or examples to a
central collection point. This can then become a learning wall that students can visit in other relevant
activities.
• Creative responses instead of analysis. If analysis is feeling a bit tired and dry, try getting students
to write in role as a character from within the scenario you are studying. Or ask them to write as
the author of the text, explaining their judgements. Creative responses can demonstrate implicit
understanding of topics and concepts.
• Hot-seating imagined characters/authors from a text. Try putting yourself in the hot seat and taking
questions from the class. Ask students to prepare questions (a mix of lower and higher order) to hotseat each other’s in small groups.
• Tell a story about yourself. As long as it is relevant and can be used to promote understanding (as
anecdote or analogy), young people can often to respond very enthusiastically to finding out a little bit
about our lives. Needless to say, do not share sensitive or inappropriate information.
• Structure paired work slightly differently. For example, the Kagan structure Sage and Scribe, students
are allocated the specific roles of mentor and mentee and can support focus in terms of how the mentor
has to think and now the mentee has to listen.
• Motivate students by letting the now that you will share their work on the interactive whiteboard (take
photos of learner work on a mobile device and share to the board).
• Here are some ideas that need to be planned for but can refresh approaches to some learning
processes:
• Spoken analysis: this works really well when students can record and re-record their ideas, allowing
students to evaluate and develop their work as they go. Try apps like “Show Me” and “Adobe
Voice”. If the idea of technology is a story too far, peer review/assessment can provide a platform for
development.
• Nearpodize a lesson. PowerPoint and PDF documents can be imported into the web application
Nearpod and then have additional quizzes and activities added. Students will need a web connected
device to access the Nearpod lesson. This has the advantage of providing live AfL data within and/or
after the lesson.
Have I perfected learner engagement? No. As with many of the ingredients that are part of the teaching
recipe, engaging learners is an intangible process that can often slip between the cracks of an ever shifting
classroom dynamic. However, my recent reflections and the small changes they have led to are, in my
opinion, ensuring that most of my pupils, on most days want to be in my lessons. They might not be
captivated, but I’m pretty sure they don’t feel like captives.
By Nick Murray
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WOOD GREEN ACADEMY
What strategies can be used
to engage boys in the classroom?

To help raise achievement in
boys we must consider the
strategies in the classroom,
that ensure they will remain
engaged throughout a lesson. A few are listed below:
 Competitive games especially those that boys can
relate to. TV shows or computer games can be incorporated into a lesson.
Link this with teamwork for
full participation.
 Creating a resource which
boys can personalize &
visualize. Examples include
a flip book, 3D model or
top trump cards.
 Practical activities that
involve boys moving
around or experiments in a
lab.
 Independent learning
where they are given the
opportunity to research
and understand concepts
for themselves.
 Problem solving exercises
such as mathematical
questions, case studies or
open-ended questions.

PART 2

ACT IV ITIE S THAT EN G AG E
BOYS IN TH E
C LA SSROOM
NAHEED AHMED

JIGSAWS
Boys can be engaged in
classroom activities that
involve teamwork and at
the same time provide
problem solving exercises.
Depending on the level of
challenge required, jigsaws can be used in different ways during a lesson.
1.Jigsaw templates can be
given to students so that
they can create their
own puzzles, maybe as
part of a revision activity
or jigsaws that have answers and questions
already printed on them
can be used. For minimal movement within
the classroom, small
jigsaws can be solved in
pairs, on the desk. But to
engage pupils further,
jigsaw pieces can be
made slightly larger.

Each pupil is given a
piece and they have to
actively search for other
pupils in the class whose
piece will fit onto theirs
(see fig 1). Once pupils
have solved the jigsaw
puzzle they must discuss
their findings in order for
this activity to be effective.
2.Jigsaws can have a competitive edge on them.
Pupils can be put in
teams and asked questions. Each time the
team gets an answer
correct, they get a piece
of the jigsaw. At the end
of the quiz, the groups
use the pieces to create
the jigsaw. The winning
team is the one that can
identify the puzzle on the
jigsaw, even though they

may have some pieces
missing.
3.Jigsaws can be used for
pupils to become experts
in a particular area, so
that they can teach other
pupils in the class (see
fig 2). A topic can be
split into several segments. Assign students
into a segment teams
where they have to learn
the information in the
given segment and be
ready to present it to
others. It could be in the
form of tables, graphs,
diagrams or just written
information. Once they
are experts, pupils must
teach their segment information to the other
people in the mixed jigsaw groups, bringing
together
all
the
knowledge to learn a
topic.

ACHIEVING A TARGET
Using visual aids to engage boys is essential.
Have you ever observed
boys throwing rubbish
into bins? You might notice that most don’t

place it into the bin, but
they take a shot. For this
reason activities and
achieving targets are
powerful strategies with
boys. Hand out soft balls

to throw onto a target,
each time they get an
answer correct. They
could score points for
every time they hit their
target.
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Figure 1. Large cutouts of the jigsaw puzzle with questions on one piece and the answer on another piece. Pupils must
walk around the class to find the matching jigsaw pieces being held by their colleagues..

Figure 2. Each member of the
mixed group is responsible for
teaching the rest of the group
what he/she has learned from
his/her team assignment.
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C/D border strategy

Same old revision! Slightly different approach!
Using higher GCSE past papers in a different way
How I set up the
booklets for different
ability students in
Mathematics:


First 5: A booklet
of only questions
1-5 from
different exam
papers.
Grade E/D
students



Second 5: A
booklet of only
questions 6-10
from different
exam papers.
Grade D/C
students



Third 5: A booklet
of only questions
11-15 from different exam papers.
Grade C/B
students.





Fourth 5: A
booklet of only
questions 16-20
from different
exam papers.
Grade B/A
students.
Fifth 5: A booklet
of only questions
20 onwards from
different exam
papers.
Grade A/A*
students.

Being considered a
strong teacher of Mathematics I am often
given D/C borderline
groups of students. In
my years of teaching
these students I have
found that the biggest
barrier to them achieving a grade C is when
they keep making silly
mistakes on the first
questions of the exam
papers, which they
should be gaining near
to full marks on, so I
came up with this strategy. I then realised that
it can also be applied to
all levels of students
trying to push to the
next grade.

The Task.
Pupils are given a
booklet which contains
5 sections. Each section only contains 5
past exam questions.
On the front of the
booklet there is a table
that states how many
marks are available in
each section, a space
for students to fill in
how many marks they
gain on each section
and also a space for
them to write which
areas they still need to
revise.
Students will not complete the whole booklet
at one time, but instead
I would advise that they
are given one section of

the booklet to complete
as a starter, and are
given the same number
of minutes to compete
it as there are marks
available (eg. A 17
mark section, should be
given 17 minutes to
complete)

Once the students have
completed the section
asked, the teacher
should then go through
the solutions, putting
emphasis on the working and where marks
would be awarded by
an examiner. Students
then add up how many
marks they got on that
section and fill in the
table on the front of the
booklet. The teacher
then states which topic
each of the 5 questions
was on, and the students writes any topics
where they lost marks
in the table on the front
of their booklet in the
‘areas to development’
space.
This is done for both
non-calculator exam
questions and calculator exam questions. By
the end the students
have a revision list that
they can begin to work
through.

Quality of learning?
During the lesson, every
pupil is actively participating and can feel the
value of what is being
done, as they see it is
improving how they
perform on the first 5
questions. Students
also like this different
way of working through
past papers as it is
more structured and
differentiated to their
current level, and also
extends them as they
work through the different levels of booklet
(see blue box to the left
of this article).
The disadvantage of
this strategy is that it is
not best used to teach
new content, but only to
revise and revisited
content that has previously being delivered
and learnt.

Planning Time?
As with any lesson, this
task meant I had to
create my own resources, but once they
are created they are
there to use in the future and I know that
other members of my
department have also
enjoyed using them
with their classes and
seen the impact that
they are having on students attainment and
therefore progress.

Next steps...
If you wish to try this revision strategy within your own subject area then you need to do the following:



Select 5 past papers (I would do different sub exams separately e.g. non-calculator and calculator papers)



Group questions 1-5 of each paper together, then 6-10, then 11-15 and so on



Produce a simple cover sheet and table for the front of the booklet
If you need any support or guidance, or just want to have a look at the ones we use in the Maths come and see me.

By Sarah Park
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